
Narita
Airport
Only

Crunchy chocolate clusters contain-
ing lightly baked cookies. 
Milk and green tea �avors are only 
sold at Narita Airport.

             TOKYO SHOKUHIN KAN
Terminal 3, Main Building, 2F
Hours: 4:00-21:00
Tel. 0476-34-4161
* There is also a store in Terminal 1, Central Building, 4F.
* There is also a store in Terminal 2, Main Building, 4F

Narita Airport Chocolate 
Crunch (Milk, Green Tea)
1,080 yen per pack (20 pieces)

              One-Village One-Product 
 Market
Terminal 1, Central Building, 4F
Hours: 8:00-20:00
Tel. 0476-33-5613

Peppermint Tea 
Chamomile Tea
756 yen per pack (35 tea bags)

Premium Cheese Chorizo Hot Dog is the 
recommended choice at this quiet cafe with 
its stylish sofas.
The large chorizo sausage contains melted 
cheese. 
Why not enjoy one with a cup of fragrant 
coffee?

              FaSoLa Cafe coffee & beer
Terminal 2, Satellite, 3F
Hours: 6:30-21:30 (LO)
      0120-191-625

Premium Cheese
Chorizo Hot Dog 750 yen
Blended Coffee 350 yen

Break TimeBreak Time
LO = Last orders  * Prices shown are all tax inclusive.

After Passport Control * Only for passengers who have 
completed passport control procedures in Terminal 2.
 * Only for passengers who have 
completed passport control procedures in Terminal 2.

Relax with a cup of fragrant organi-
cally-produced herbal tea from 
Egypt. 
Allow it to brew in hot water for 
about 5 minutes before drinking.

Stimulate the  five senses  and recover from summer fatigue

Relaxation Goods & 
Services
Here are some goods and services that will stimulate your five senses (taste, smell, 
hearing, touch, sight) and heal your mind and body. Many of these items can be used at 
your destination.

Rest and relax with your favorite 
food and drink.Taste
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World-class noise cancellation to 
produce superior sounds. 
Made of lightweight quality material 
for a comfortable �t.

             FaSoLa MEN’S
Terminal 2, Main Building, 3F
Hours: 7:30-21:30
      0120-191-625

Bose® QuietComfort®35
Wireless Headphones
37,000 yen each

This diffuser uses ultrasonics to 
produce mis t  and d isperse  the  
fragrance effectively. 
Comes with an LED light. 
The heat-f ree di f fusion process 
ensures that the original scent of the 
essential oils is retained.

              MUJI to GO
Terminal 2, Main Building, 4F
Hours: 7:30-21:00
Tel. 0476-33-1071
* There is also a store in Terminal 1, 
  Central Building, 4F.

Ultrasonic Aroma 
Diffuser  4,900 yen
Essential Oil Lavender
1,400 yen (10 ml), 
3,500 yen (30 ml)

This soap is made from vegetable oil 
matured for a month and is free of 
synthetic ingredients. 
Cleanses without removing sebum 
excessively, and gives off a rich scent of 
lavender as it lathers.

             cosmétics makanai
Terminal 1, Central Building, 4F
Hours: 8:00-20:00
Tel. 0476-32-8180

Facial Soap Containing Honey 
from Japanese Bees, and 
Organic Lavender    3,024 yen

This solid perfume, shaped to resemble 
a bunny bun from Kyoto, comes in a 
cute little case and is available in three 
fragrances: fragrant olive, peach and 
daphne. 
Dab a little on the wrist and behind the 
ears.

             Wamonoya Kaya
Terminal 2, Main Building, 4F
Hours: 7:30-21:00
Tel. 0476-34-6787
* There is also a store in Terminal 1, 
  Central Building, 4F.

Kyoto Sweet Style Solid 
Perfume   669 yen each

Palm-sized waterproof speaker that 
can connect wirelessly to various 
music players. 
Safe to use in the bathroom while 
taking a shower. 

             Fa-So-La TAX FREE AKIHABARA
Terminal 1, South Wing, 3F
Hours: 7:30-20:30         0120-191-625

Wireless Portable 
Speaker SRS-X1
8,500 yen each

This egg-shaped music box is small 
enough to rest on the palm and can 
also be used as an accessory holder. 
Lift the lid with the Swarovski crystal 
on the top to hear the beautiful 
music.

             TENSHODO
Terminal 1, Satellite 3, 3F
Hours: 8:00-20:00
Tel. 0476-33-5161

Egg-shaped Music Box
8,000 yen each

AromatherapyAromatherapy

Relax MusicRelax Music

* Prices shown are all tax inclusive.

* Not completely waterproof. Do not immerse in water hotter than 45 degrees   
  Celsius for extended periods. Only suitable for fresh water, tap water and 
  rainwater. Do not use in the sauna.

* There is also a store in Terminal 2, Main Building, 3F.
* There is also a store in Terminal 3, Main Building, 3F.

Smell

The relaxing aroma has a 
healing effect.

0202

After Passport Control * Only for passengers 
who have completed passport control 
procedures in Terminal 2.

After Passport Control * Only for passengers 
who have completed passport control 
procedures in Terminal 1.

After Passport Control * Only for passengers who have completed 
passport control procedures in Terminal 1.

Relax while listening to gentle 
melodies and soothing 
background music.

Hearing
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A neck pillow that supports and keeps 
the neck in place for a comfortable 
sleep. The low-resilience foam is mod-
erately �rm and provides superb �t and 
comfort. Available in various designs.

* Prices shown are all tax inclusive.

             GRAN SAC’S
Terminal 3, Main Building, 2F
Hours: 4:00-21:00
Tel. 0476-32-1065
* There is also a store in Terminal 1, 
  Central Building, 4F.

LOW REBOUND PILLOW
2,160 yen each

Garden Bath Towel  4,320 yen
Face Towel  1,620 yen
Wash Towel  864 yen

Garden Bath Towel  4,320 yen
Face Towel  1,620 yen
Wash Towel  864 yen

A multi-sided design, carefully calculat-
ed to cover the entire head. 
The wire arms stimulate the scalp as 
they are moved up and down, applying 
pleasant pressure as if being massaged 
at the hands of a professional masseur.

             MINIPLA
Terminal 2, Main Building, 4F
Hours: 8:00-20:00
Tel. 0476-33-0411

Head Therapy
1,598 yen each

Offers body care, re�exology and other 
relaxation courses to relieve fatigue-in-
duced stiffness in muscles and pres-
sure points.

             Raffine
Terminal 1, Central Building, 2F
Hours: 9:00-20:00 (Last admission: 19:30)
Tel. 0476-33-8711

Body Care 
From 2,160 yen (20 mins.)

This cute and cuddly plush toy features 
Pikachu sprawled out with his ears 
standing up. Sleeping Pikachu version 
also available. Just the sight of this toy 
is enough to wind you down. 
* Only while stocks last.

             Pokémon Store
Terminal 2, Main Building, 4F
Hours: 8:00-20:00
Tel. 0476-37-5192

Cuddly Plush Toy
Pikachu   928 yen each

The lens contains arti�cial melanin and 
helps prevent  excessive melanin 
production which can cause spots and 
freckles. Offers 99% UV protection and 
�lters blue light effectively to reduce the 
strain on the eyes.

             EXPRESS GLASS
Terminal 1, Central Building, 4F
Hours: 8:00-20:00
Tel. 0476-33-2955

NATULIC EYE SUNGLASSES
4,320 yen a pair

Generates steam (approx. 40°C) that 
lasts for about 10 minutes, spreading 
gently around the eyes. 
Contains a blend of lavender and other 
natural essential oils. The ear straps 
ensures comfort in any position.

             DRUG BOX
Terminal 2, Main Building, 2F
Hours: 7:00-20:30
Tel. 0476-34-6777
* There is also a store in Terminal 2, 
Main Building, 3F (after passport control).

MegRhythm Steam Eye Mask
Lavender  1,200 yen (14 pieces)

ComfortableComfortable

Healing Visual

Soft, light and easy to use gauze pile 
towels scheduled to be released in 
October. 
With different textures on the front and 
back and available in pink, blue and 
green.

Soft, light and easy to use gauze pile 
towels scheduled to be released in 
October. 
With different textures on the front and 
back and available in pink, blue and 
green.

 IORI
Terminal 1, Central Building, 4F
Hours: 8:00-20:00
Tel. 0476-32-8130

 IORI
Terminal 1, Central Building, 4F
Hours: 8:00-20:00
Tel. 0476-32-8130

The sheets inside are envelopes with clear 
windows for storing tickets, cards and photos 
collected during the trip. This notebook can 
therefore be used as a memory book packed 
with fond memories.

              TRAVELER'S FACTORY AIRPORT
Terminal 1, Central Building, 4F
Hours: 8:00-20:00
Tel. 0476-32-8378

Spiral Ring Notebook (B6)
Meadow Honey Bee Design
648 yen each

© 2016 Pokémon.
© 1995-2016 Nintendo/Creatures Inc. /GAME FREAK inc.
Pocket Monsters, Pokemon & Pokémon are registered 
trademarks of Nintendo, Creatures, and Game Freak.

On sale
from late 
October

Wraps gently around your body, 
making you feel cozy and refreshed.Touch
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* There are also stores in Terminal 1, B1F and Central 
  Building 3F (after passport control). 
* There are also stores in Terminal 2, Main Building, 2F 
  and Satellite, 3F (after passport control). 

Naturally captivating ♪
A moment of visual therapy.
Naturally captivating ♪
A moment of visual therapy.Sight
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